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developed fast, high-fidelity gates that can be executed simultaneously 
across a two-dimensional qubit array. We calibrated and benchmarked 
the processor at both the component and system level using a powerful 
new tool: cross-entropy benchmarking11. Finally, we used component-
level fidelities to accurately predict the performance of the whole sys-
tem, further showing that quantum information behaves as expected 
when scaling to large systems.

A suitable computational task
To demonstrate quantum supremacy, we compare our quantum proces-
sor against state-of-the-art classical computers in the task of sampling 
the output of a pseudo-random quantum circuit11,13,14. Random circuits 
are a suitable choice for benchmarking because they do not possess 
structure and therefore allow for limited guarantees of computational 
hardness10–12. We design the circuits to entangle a set of quantum bits 
(qubits) by repeated application of single-qubit and two-qubit logi-
cal operations. Sampling the quantum circuit’s output produces a set 
of bitstrings, for example {0000101, 1011100, …}. Owing to quantum 
interference, the probability distribution of the bitstrings resembles 
a speckled intensity pattern produced by light interference in laser 
scatter, such that some bitstrings are much more likely to occur than 
others. Classically computing this probability distribution becomes 
exponentially more difficult as the number of qubits (width) and number 
of gate cycles (depth) grow.

We verify that the quantum processor is working properly using a 
method called cross-entropy benchmarking11,12,14, which compares how 
often each bitstring is observed experimentally with its corresponding 
ideal probability computed via simulation on a classical computer. For 
a given circuit, we collect the measured bitstrings {xi} and compute the 
linear cross-entropy benchmarking fidelity11,13,14 (see also Supplementary 
Information), which is the mean of the simulated probabilities of the 
bitstrings we measured:

F P x= 2 " ( )# − 1 (1)n
i iXEB

where n is the number of qubits, P(xi) is the probability of bitstring xi 
computed for the ideal quantum circuit, and the average is over the 
observed bitstrings. Intuitively, FXEB is correlated with how often we 
sample high-probability bitstrings. When there are no errors in the 
quantum circuit, the distribution of probabilities is exponential (see 
Supplementary Information), and sampling from this distribution will 
produce F = 1XEB . On the other hand, sampling from the uniform  
distribution will give "P(xi)#i = 1/2n and produce F = 0XEB . Values of FXEB 
between 0 and 1 correspond to the probability that no error has occurred 
while running the circuit. The probabilities P(xi) must be obtained from 
classically simulating the quantum circuit, and thus computing FXEB is 
intractable in the regime of quantum supremacy. However, with certain 
circuit simplifications, we can obtain quantitative fidelity estimates of 
a fully operating processor running wide and deep quantum circuits.

Our goal is to achieve a high enough FXEB for a circuit with sufficient 
width and depth such that the classical computing cost is prohibitively 
large. This is a difficult task because our logic gates are imperfect and 
the quantum states we intend to create are sensitive to errors. A single 
bit or phase flip over the course of the algorithm will completely shuffle 
the speckle pattern and result in close to zero fidelity11 (see also Sup-
plementary Information). Therefore, in order to claim quantum suprem-
acy we need a quantum processor that executes the program with 
sufficiently low error rates.

Building a high-fidelity processor
We designed a quantum processor named ‘Sycamore’ which consists 
of a two-dimensional array of 54 transmon qubits, where each qubit is 
tunably coupled to four nearest neighbours, in a rectangular lattice. The 

connectivity was chosen to be forward-compatible with error correc-
tion using the surface code26. A key systems engineering advance of this 
device is achieving high-fidelity single- and two-qubit operations, not 
just in isolation but also while performing a realistic computation with 
simultaneous gate operations on many qubits. We discuss the highlights 
below; see also the Supplementary Information.

In a superconducting circuit, conduction electrons condense into a 
macroscopic quantum state, such that currents and voltages behave 
quantum mechanically2,30. Our processor uses transmon qubits6, which 
can be thought of as nonlinear superconducting resonators at 5–7 GHz. 
The qubit is encoded as the two lowest quantum eigenstates of the 
resonant circuit. Each transmon has two controls: a microwave drive 
to excite the qubit, and a magnetic flux control to tune the frequency. 
Each qubit is connected to a linear resonator used to read out the qubit 
state5. As shown in Fig. 1, each qubit is also connected to its neighbouring 
qubits using a new adjustable coupler31,32. Our coupler design allows us 
to quickly tune the qubit–qubit coupling from completely off to 40 MHz. 
One qubit did not function properly, so the device uses 53 qubits and 
86 couplers.

The processor is fabricated using aluminium for metallization and 
Josephson junctions, and indium for bump-bonds between two silicon 
wafers. The chip is wire-bonded to a superconducting circuit board 
and cooled to below 20 mK in a dilution refrigerator to reduce ambient 
thermal energy to well below the qubit energy. The processor is con-
nected through filters and attenuators to room-temperature electronics, 

Qubit Adjustable coupler

a

b

10 mm

Fig. 1 | The Sycamore processor. a, Layout of processor, showing a rectangular 
array of 54 qubits (grey), each connected to its four nearest neighbours with 
couplers (blue). The inoperable qubit is outlined. b, Photograph of the  
Sycamore chip.
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single-qubit gates chosen randomly from X Y W{ , , } on all qubits, 
followed by two-qubit gates on pairs of qubits. The sequences of gates 
which form the ‘supremacy circuits’ are designed to minimize the circuit 
depth required to create a highly entangled state, which is needed for 
computational complexity and classical hardness.

Although we cannot compute FXEB in the supremacy regime, we can 
estimate it using three variations to reduce the complexity of the circuits. 
In ‘patch circuits’, we remove a slice of two-qubit gates (a small fraction 
of the total number of two-qubit gates), splitting the circuit into two 
spatially isolated, non-interacting patches of qubits. We then compute 
the total fidelity as the product of the patch fidelities, each of which can 
be easily calculated. In ‘elided circuits’, we remove only a fraction of the 
initial two-qubit gates along the slice, allowing for entanglement 
between patches, which more closely mimics the full experiment while 
still maintaining simulation feasibility. Finally, we can also run full 
‘verification circuits’, with the same gate counts as our supremacy cir-
cuits, but with a different pattern for the sequence of two-qubit gates, 
which is much easier to simulate classically (see also Supplementary 
Information). Comparison between these three variations allows us to 
track the system fidelity as we approach the supremacy regime.

We first check that the patch and elided versions of the verification 
circuits produce the same fidelity as the full verification circuits up to 
53 qubits, as shown in Fig. 4a. For each data point, we typically collect 
Ns = 5 × 106 total samples over ten circuit instances, where instances 
differ only in the choices of single-qubit gates in each cycle. We also 
show predicted FXEB values, computed by multiplying the no-error prob-
abilities of single- and two-qubit gates and measurement (see also Sup-
plementary Information). The predicted, patch and elided fidelities all 
show good agreement with the fidelities of the corresponding full cir-
cuits, despite the vast differences in computational complexity and 
entanglement. This gives us confidence that elided circuits can be used 
to accurately estimate the fidelity of more-complex circuits.

The largest circuits for which the fidelity can still be directly verified 
have 53 qubits and a simplified gate arrangement. Performing random 
circuit sampling on these at 0.8% fidelity takes one million cores 130 
seconds, corresponding to a million-fold speedup of the quantum pro-
cessor relative to a single core.

We proceed now to benchmark our computationally most difficult 
circuits, which are simply a rearrangement of the two-qubit gates. In 
Fig. 4b, we show the measured FXEB for 53-qubit patch and elided ver-
sions of the full supremacy circuits with increasing depth. For the larg-
est circuit with 53 qubits and 20 cycles, we collected Ns = 30 × 106 samples 
over ten circuit instances, obtaining F = (2.24 ±0.21) × 10XEB

−3  for the 
elided circuits. With 5σ confidence, we assert that the average fidelity 

of running these circuits on the quantum processor is greater than at 
least 0.1%. We expect that the full data for Fig. 4b should have similar 
fidelities, but since the simulation times (red numbers) take too long to 
check, we have archived the data (see ‘Data availability’ section). The 
data is thus in the quantum supremacy regime.

The classical computational cost
We simulate the quantum circuits used in the experiment on classical 
computers for two purposes: (1) verifying our quantum processor and 
benchmarking methods by computing FXEB where possible using sim-
plifiable circuits (Fig. 4a), and (2) estimating FXEB as well as the classical 
cost of sampling our hardest circuits (Fig. 4b). Up to 43 qubits, we use 
a Schrödinger algorithm, which simulates the evolution of the full quan-
tum state; the Jülich supercomputer (with 100,000 cores, 250 terabytes) 
runs the largest cases. Above this size, there is not enough random access 
memory (RAM) to store the quantum state42. For larger qubit numbers, 
we use a hybrid Schrödinger–Feynman algorithm43 running on Google 
data centres to compute the amplitudes of individual bitstrings. This 
algorithm breaks the circuit up into two patches of qubits and efficiently 
simulates each patch using a Schrödinger method, before connecting 
them using an approach reminiscent of the Feynman path-integral. 
Although it is more memory-efficient, the Schrödinger–Feynman algo-
rithm becomes exponentially more computationally expensive with 
increasing circuit depth owing to the exponential growth of paths with 
the number of gates connecting the patches.

To estimate the classical computational cost of the supremacy circuits 
(grey numbers in Fig. 4b), we ran portions of the quantum circuit simu-
lation on both the Summit supercomputer as well as on Google clusters 
and extrapolated to the full cost. In this extrapolation, we account for 
the computation cost of sampling by scaling the verification cost with 
FXEB, for example43,44, a 0.1% fidelity decreases the cost by about 1,000. 
On the Summit supercomputer, which is currently the most powerful 
in the world, we used a method inspired by Feynman path-integrals that 
is most efficient at low depth44–47. At m = 20 the tensors do not reason-
ably fit into node memory, so we can only measure runtimes up to m = 14, 
for which we estimate that sampling three million bitstrings with 1% 
fidelity would require a year.

On Google Cloud servers, we estimate that performing the same task 
for m = 20 with 0.1% fidelity using the Schrödinger–Feynman algorithm 
would cost 50 trillion core-hours and consume one petawatt hour of 
energy. To put this in perspective, it took 600 seconds to sample the 
circuit on the quantum processor three million times, where sampling 
time is limited by control hardware communications; in fact, the net 

Single-qubit gate:
25 ns

Qubit
XY control

Two-qubit gate:
12 ns

Qubit 1
Z control

Qubit 2
Z control

Coupler

Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 m
Time

ColumnRow

7 8

A B C D C D BA
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Fig. 3 | Control operations for the quantum supremacy circuits. a, Example 
quantum circuit instance used in our experiment. Every cycle includes a layer 
each of single- and two-qubit gates. The single-qubit gates are chosen randomly 
from X Y W{ , , }, where  W X Y= ( + )/ 2  and gates do not repeat sequentially. 
The sequence of two-qubit gates is chosen according to a tiling pattern, 
coupling each qubit sequentially to its four nearest-neighbour qubits. The 

couplers are divided into four subsets (ABCD), each of which is executed 
simultaneously across the entire array corresponding to shaded colours. Here 
we show an intractable sequence (repeat ABCDCDAB); we also use different 
coupler subsets along with a simplifiable sequence (repeat EFGHEFGH, not 
shown) that can be simulated on a classical computer. b, Waveform of control 
signals for single- and two-qubit gates.
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FIG. 1. (a) Graphical representation of the weight matrix W in a
fully connected layer. The blue circles represent neurons, e.g., pixels.
The solid line connecting an input neuron xi with output neuron
y j represents the weight element Wji. (b) MPO factorization of the
weight matrix W . The local operators w(k) are represented by filled
circles. The hollow circles denote the input and output indices, il and
jl , respectively. Given ik and jk , w(k)[ jk, ik] is a matrix.

different kernels are used to extract different features. A
graphical representation of W is shown in Fig. 1(a).

Usually, the number of elements or neurons, Nx and Ny, are
very large, and thus there are a huge number of parameters
to be determined in a fully connected layer [9]. The convo-
lutional layer reduces the variational parameters by grouping
the input elements into many partially overlapped kernels, and
one output element is connected to one kernel. The number of
variational parameters in a convolutional layer is determined
by the number of kernels and the size of each kernel. It could
be much less than that in a fully connected layer. However, the
total number of parameters in all the convolutional layers can
still be very large in a deep neural network which contains
many convolutional layers [10]. To train and store these
parameters raises a big challenge in this field. First, it is time
consuming to train and optimize these parameters, and may
even increase the probability of overfitting. This would limit
the generalization power of deep neural networks. Second,
it needs a big memory space to store these parameters. This
would limit its applications where the space of hard disk is
strongly confined; for example, on mobile terminals.

There are similar situations in the context of quantum in-
formation and condensed-matter physics. In a quantum many-
body system, the Hamiltonian or any other physical operator
can be expressed as a higher-order tensor in the space spanned
by the local basis states [33]. To represent exactly a quantum
many-body system, the total number of parameters that need
to be introduced can be extremely huge, and should in prin-
ciple grow exponentially with the system size (or the size of
each “image” in the language of neural network). The matrix
product operator (MPO) was originally proposed in physics to
characterize the short-range entanglement in one-dimensional
quantum systems [34,35], and is now a commonly used
approach to represent effectively a higher-order tensor or
Hamiltonian with short-range interactions. Mathematically, it
is simply a tensor-train approximation [36,37] that is used to
factorize a higher-order tensor into a sequential product of
the so-called local tensors. Using the MPO representation, the
number of variational parameters needed is greatly reduced

since the number of parameters contained in an MPO just
grows linearly with the system size. Nevertheless, it turns
out that to provide an efficient and faithful representation
of the systems with short-range interactions whose entangle-
ment entropies are upper bounded [38,39] or, equivalently,
the systems with finite excitation gaps in the ground states.
The application of MPOs in condensed-matter physics and
quantum information science has achieved great successes
[40,41] in the past decade.

In this paper, we propose to solve the parameter problem in
neural networks by employing the MPO representation, which
is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and expressed in Eq. (5). The starting
point is the observation that the linear transformations in a
commonly used deep neural network have a number of similar
features as the quantum operators, which may allow us to
simplify their representations. In a fully connected layer, for
example, it is well known that the rank of the weight matrix
is strongly restricted [42–44] due to short-range correlations
or entanglements among the input pixels. This suggests that
we can safely use a lower-rank matrix to represent this layer
without affecting its prediction power. In a convolutional
layer, the correlations of images are embedded in the kernels,
whose sizes are generally very small in comparison with the
whole image size. This implies that the “extracted features”
from this convolution can be obtained from very local clusters.
In both cases, a dense weight matrix is not absolutely neces-
sary to perform a faithful linear transformation. This peculiar
feature of linear transformations results from the fact that the
information hidden in a data set is just short-range correlated.
Thus, to accurately reveal the intrinsic features of a data set,
it is sufficient to use a simplified representation that catches
more accurately the key features of local correlations. This
motivates us to adopt MPOs to represent linear transformation
matrices in deep neural networks.

There have been several applications of tensor network
structures in neural networks [37,45–50]. Our approach dif-
fers from them by the following aspects: (1) It is physically
motivated, emphasizes more on the local structure of the
relevant information, and helps to understand the success of
deep neural networks. (2) It works in the framework of neural
networks, in the sense that the multiple-layer structure and
activation functions are still retained and the parameters are
entirely optimized through algorithms developed in neural
networks. (3) It is a one-dimensional representation, and is
flexible to represent the linear transformations including both
the fully connected layers and the entire convolutional layers.
(4) It is also used to characterize the complexity of image data
sets. (5) A systematic study has been done. These issues will
become clear in the following sections.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II,
we present the way the linear layers can be represented by
MPO and the training algorithm of the resulting network. In
Sec. III, we apply our method systematically to five main
neural networks, including FC2, LeNet-5, VGG, ResNet, and
DenseNet on two widely used data sets, namely, MNIST and
CIFAR-10. Experiments on more data sets can be found in
Sec. II. A in the Supplemental Material (SM) [51]. Finally, in
Sec. IV, we discuss the relation with previous efforts and the
possibility to construct a framework of neural networks based
on the matrix product representations in the future. In the SM
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xi: input neuron (pixel)
yi: output neuron 

: weight matrix connecting x and yWij

(Z.-F. Gao et al, Phys. Rev. Research 2, 023300 (2020).)
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TABLE 2
The results under different shifts of dimensions on functional data f2(x) with error bound setting to 10�3 . For the 10th-order tensor, all 9

dimension shifts were considered and the average rank r̄ as well as the number of total parameters Np are compared.

r̄ Np

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
TT-SVD 5.2 5.8 6 6.2 7 7 8.5 14.6 8.4 1512 1944 2084 2144 2732 2328 3088 10376 3312
TR-SVD 5.2 5.8 5.9 6.2 9.6 10 14 12.7 6.5 1512 1944 2064 2144 4804 4224 9424 7728 2080
TR-ALS 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1360 1360 1360 1360 1360 1360 1360 1360 1360

TR-ALSAR 5.5 6.6 6.2 5.2 5.3 5.8 6.9 5.3 4.7 1828 2064 1788 1544 1556 1864 2832 1600 1324
TR-BALS 5 4.9 5 4.9 4.9 5 5 4.8 4.9 1384 1324 1384 1348 1348 1384 1384 1272 1324

However, the TR-ranks are usually unknown in practice,
we must resort to TR-ALSAR and TR-BALS that can adapt
TR-ranks automatically based on the error tolerance. As
compared with TR-ALSAR, TR-BALS can obtain more com-
pact representation together with smaller relative errors. In
addition, TR-BALS can even outperform TR-ALS in several
cases, implying that TR-ranks obtained from TR-SVD are
not always the optimal one. More detailed results can be
found in Table 2. These experiments demonstrate that TR
decomposition is stable, flexible and effective for general
data, while TT decomposition has strict limitations on data
organization. Therefore, we can conclude that TR model is a
more generalized and powerful representation with higher
compression ability as compared to TT.

In the next experiment, we consider higher order tensors
which are known to be represented well by TR model. We
simplify the TR-ranks as r1 = r2 = · · · = rd that are
varied from 1 to 4, n1 = n2 = · · · = nd = 4 and d = 10.
The cores, Gk, (k = 1, . . . , d), were drawn from the normal
distribution, which are thus used to generate a 10th-order
tensor. We firstly apply different algorithms with the setting
of ✏p = 10�3 to T generated by using different ranks.
Subsequently, we also consider Gaussian noise corrupted
tensor T +N (0,�2) with SNR=40dB and apply these algo-
rithms with the setting of ✏p = 10�2. As shown in Table 3,
the maximum rank of TT-SVD increases dramatically when
the true rank becomes larger and is approximately r2true,
which thus results in a large number of parameters Np (i.e.,
low compression ability). TR-SVD performs similarly to TT-
SVD, which also shows low compression ability when the
true rank is high. For TR-ALS, since the true rank is given
manually, it shows the best result and can be used as the
baseline to evaluate the other TR algorithms. In contrast to
TT-SVD and TR-SVD, both TR-ALSAR and TR-BALS are
able to adapt TR-ranks according to ✏p, resulting in the
significantly lower rank reflected by rmax and lower model
complexity reflected by Np. As compared to TR-BALS, TR-
ALSAR is prone to overestimate the rank and computation
cost is relatively high. The experimental results show that
TR-BALS can learn the TR-ranks correctly in all cases, and
the number of parameters Np are exactly equivalent to the
baseline, meanwhile, the running time is also reasonable.
For the noisy tensor data, we observe that TT-SVD and TR-
SVD are affected significantly with rmax becoming 361 and
323 when true rank is only 1, which thus results in a poor
compression ability. This indicates that TT-SVD and TR-SVD
are sensitive to noise and prone to overfitting problems. By
contrast, TR-ALS, TR-ALSAR, and TR-BALS obtain impres-

sive results that are similar to that in noise free cases. TR-
ALSAR slightly overestimates the TR-ranks. It should be
noted that TR-BALS can estimate the true rank correctly
and obtain the best compression ratio as TR-ALS given
true rank. In addition, TR-BALS is more computationally
efficient than TR-ALSAR. In summary, TT-SVD and TR-
SVD have limitations for representing the tensor data with
symmetric ranks, and this problem becomes more severe
when noise is considered. The ALS algorithm can avoid this
problem due to the flexibility on distribution of ranks. More
detailed results can be found in Table 3.

6.2 COIL-100 dataset

Fig. 3. The reconstruction of Coil-100 dataset by using TRSVD. The
top row shows the original images, while the reconstructed images are
shown from the second to sixth rows corresponding to ✏=0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, respectively.

In this section, the proposed TR algorithms are evalu-
ated and compared with TT and CP decompositions on
Columbia Object Image Libraries (COIL)-100 dataset [56]
that contains 7200 color images of 100 objects (72 images
per object) with different reflectance and complex geometric
characteristics. Each image can be represented by a 3rd-
order tensor of size 128⇥ 128⇥ 3 and then is downsampled
to 32 ⇥ 32 ⇥ 3. Hence, the dataset can be finally organized
as a 4th-order tensor of size 32 ⇥ 32 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 7200. In Fig. 3,
we show the reconstructed images under different relative
errors ✏ 2 {0.1, . . . , 0.5} which correspond to different set
of TR-ranks rTR. Obviously, if rTR are small, the images
are smooth and blurred, while the images are more sharp
when rTR are larger. This motivates us to apply TR model
to extract the abstract information of objects by using low-
dimensional cores, which can be considered as the feature

COIL-100 dataset  = 32 x 32 x 3 x 7200 
(Q. Zhao, et al arXiv:1606.05535)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison of the relative errors of free
energy with respect to the exact results for the 2D Ising model
obtained by various methods with D = 24. The critical temperature
Tc = 2/ ln(1 +

√
2).

is already less than 10−7 even at the critical temperature,
much more accurate than the TRG result.7,8 The HOSRG also
performs better than the SRG. But the difference in the results
obtained by these two methods is relatively small around the
critical point. The HOTRG is less accurate than the two SRG
methods, but it is computationally economic. The difference
between TRG/SRG and HOTRG/HOSRG lies mainly in the
basis truncation scheme. The former is based on the SVD,
while the latter is based on the HOSVD. The above comparison
indicates that the HOSVD scheme works better.

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

The above HOTRG and HOSRG methods can be readily
extended to three dimensions. This is an advantage of the
coarse-graining scheme proposed here. On the cubic lattice, a
full cycle of lattice contraction needs to be done in three steps,
along the x axis, y axis, and z axis, respectively. At each step,
two neighboring tensors will be combined to form a single
coarse-grained tensor and the lattice size is reduced by a factor
of 2.

As an example, Fig. 5 shows how the tensors are contracted
along the z axis. The HOSVD of the coarse-grained local
tensor [Fig. 5(b)] can be similarly done as for the 2D case. But
the local tensor now has six bond indices and a HOSVD for a
higher-order tensor should be done. Moreover, the basis spaces
for both the x-axis and y-axis bonds need to be renormalized.
Thus we should determine from the core tensor and the unitary
matrices of M (n) not only the transformation matrix for the
x-direction bonds U (n), but also the transformation matrix
for the y-direction bonds V (n). After that the dimensions for
both x-axis and y-axis bonds are truncated and the local
tensor is updated using U (n) and V (n). The contraction and
renormalization of tensors along the other two directions can
be similarly done. This three-step iteration can then be repeated
until the results are converged.

After the above HOTRG iteration, one can also do a
backward iteration to evaluate the environment tensors and
carry out the HOSRG calculation in three dimensions. A
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) A HOTRG coarse-graining step along
the z axis on the cubic lattice. (b) Steps of contraction and
renormalization of two local tensors.

graphical representation for iteratively determining the envi-
ronment tensor in this backward iteration is shown in Fig. 6.
A series of forward-backward iterations is then performed
to take into account the second renormalization effect of the
environment to the coarse-grained tensors. In the subsequent
forward iterations, we evaluate and diagonalize the bond
density matrix (see Fig. 7) and update the coarse-grained
tensors. The environment tensors are evaluated again in the
backward iteration.

In the 3D calculation, the computational time scales with
D11 and the memory scales with D6. This cost in the
computational resource is significantly smaller than in other
3D numerical RG methods.11–17,19 We have studied the 3D
Ising model using the HOTRG for D up to 16.

The temperature dependence of the internal energy U and
the specific heat C for the 3D Ising model obtained by the
HOTRG with D = 14 is shown in Fig. 8 and compared with
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Graphical representation for the deter-
mination of the environment tensor E
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lrf bud in three

dimensions.
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the Monte Carlo result.27 Our result for the specific heat agrees
with the Monte Carlo one. At the critical temperature, Tc =
4.511544, the internal energy is found to be Uc = −0.995592
for D = 14. This value of Uc, as shown in Table I, also agrees
well with other published data.

From the temperature dependence of the specific heat
around the critical point, one can estimate the critical exponent
of the specific heat with the formula,

C ∼ t−α, (16)

where t = |1 − T/Tc|. However, as the specific heat data are
obtained simply from the numerical derivative of the internal
energy, the accuracy of the specific heat data is much less than
that of the internal energy, especially around the critical point.
This causes a big error in the determination of the exponent α
with the above formula. This problem can be solved by directly
evaluating this exponent from the temperature dependence of
the internal energy. From the temperature integration of the
specific heat, it is simple to show that the internal energy
should exhibit the following critical behavior:

U = Uc + at + bt1−α, (17)

FIG. 8. (Color online) The internal energy and the specific heat
for the 3D Ising model obtained by the HOTRG with D = 14.
The Monte Carlo result (black curve) obtained from an empirical
fit formula given in Ref. 27 is shown for comparison.

TABLE I. Comparison of the internal energy at the critical
temperature Uc for the 3D Ising model obtained by different methods.

Method Uc

HOTRG (D = 16) − 0.990842(3)
Series expansion30 − 0.991(1)
Series expansion31 − 0.9902(1)
Series expansion32 − 0.99218(15)
Monte Carlo27 − 0.990604(4)
Monte Carlo33 − 0.9904(8)
Monte Carlo34 − 0.990(4)

where a and b are unknown parameters which can be
determined by fitting.

Figure 9 shows the fitting curves for the internal energy
around the critical point obtained with Eq. (17). The critical
exponent is found to be α = 0.1023 and 0.1137 for the tem-
perature higher and lower than the critical value, respectively.
These values of the critical exponent are consistent with the
result obtained from the series expansion,28 0.104, and the
Monte Carlo calculation,29 0.111.

Figure 10 shows the temperature dependence of the sponta-
neous magnetization M obtained by the HOTRG with D = 14.
Our data agree well with the Monte Carlo results.35 From the
singular behavior of M , we find that the critical temperature
Tc = 4.511615 for D = 14. Furthermore, by fitting the data of
M in the critical regime with the formula,

M ∼ tγ , (18)

we find that the exponent γ = 0.3295, consistent with the
Monte Carlo29 (0.3262) and series expansion36 (0.3265)
results.

Figure 11 shows the critical temperature Tc determined
from the singular points of the internal energy as well as the
magnetization for D up to 16. The values of Tc obtained from
these two quantities agree with each other. For D = 16, Tc

obtained from the internal energy and the magnetization are
4.511544 and 4.511546, respectively. The relative difference
is less than 10−6. But Tc does not vary monotonically with

FIG. 9. (Color online) The internal energy (D = 14) and its fitting
curves with Eq. (17) around the critical point for the 3D Ising model.
α is the critical exponent for the specific heat.
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<latexit sha1_base64="L13w9FcQQQNeHkVU7HgiqCk7TjU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZJBeaV1Kz1gTxGyxRTby2eZDpYE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZXHnAp5TLfp0z6gTAIaz8srQNB4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4XliTMgEVJ4VD+725UpqSqsuQoA=">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</latexit>

(row) (column)

<latexit sha1_base64="sUfwMe83hWkdG+Tm2dWYlfxOS9Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4XliTMgEVJ4VD+725UpqSqsuQoA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kB9Klgr4xbQ/3/GmYcKS38zn5jQ=">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</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="au4HHAkk6o/ZPget5TZ6mMyy7kY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="6m/gbzqlDKBTUkwq2Gwhy8OFn50=">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</latexit>
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